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THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC FUSION ENERGY SYSTEMS
IN A COMBINED INTERACTIVE/BATCH COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT*

N. E. Johnson, M. K. Singhal and J. C. Walls
Science Applications, Inc.

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

tf. H. Gray
Fusion Energy Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

A system of computer programs has been developed
to aid in the preparation of input data for and the
evaluation of output data from finite eleaent structur-
al analyses of Magnetic fusion energy devices. The
system'utilizes the HASTBAN structural analysis comput-
er program and a special set of interactive pre- and
post-processor computer programs, and bis been designed
for use in an environment wherein a tiae-share computer
system is linked to a batch computer system. In such
an environment, the analyst must only enter, review
and/or manipulate data through, interactive terminals
linked to the time-share computer system. The primary
pre-processor programs include NASDAT, NASERR and TOR-
MAC. NASDAT and TORMAC are used to generate NASTRAN
input data. NASERR performs routine error checks on
this data. The NASTRAN program is run on a batch com-
puter system using data generated by NASDAT and TORMAC.
The primary post-processing programs include HASCMP and
NASPOP. NASCMP is used to compress the data initially
stored on magnetic tape by NASTRAN so as to facilitate
interactive use of the data. NASPOP reads the data
stored by NASCHP and reproduces NASTRAN output for
selected grid points, elements and/or data types.
This reproduced data can either be evaluated directly
or used as input to a variety of special purpose pro-
grams which tabulate, manipulate and/or graphically
display results. The structural analysis system has
been used to evaluate Tokamak devices such as ISX-B and
LCP. Results are described from a sample problem which
consists of two LCP type coils and their attaching
structure.

Introduction

The determination of deformations and internal
stress distributions in magnetic fusion research device
structures has become increasingly important over the
last few years as the magnitude of electromagnetic
fields and resulting forces has increased. These de-
formations will become even more important in the
future as very large magnet systems are developed for
magnetic fusion energy power plants.

The finite element method of matrix structural
analysis is widely used to determine deformations and
internal load/stress distributions in structural sys-
tems. This method is often implemented through the use
of one of the many general purpose finite element com-
puter programs which are available on large batch com-
puter systems. One such program is NASTSAN (NASa
STKuctural ANalysis).1 This program, which was con-
ceived and developed by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), is widely used to perform
static, dynamic, and thermal analyses of complex struc-
tural systems.

NASTRAN is generally run on a large batch computer
system. Such computers are, in many cases, either con-
figured to also operate in an interactive time-share

mode or linked directly to other time-share computers.
The preparation and error checking of the large quanti-
ties of data required for input to NASTRAN and the
evaluation of the even larger quantities of output data
produced by NASTRAN can be done much more easily on a
time-share computer than on a batch computer.

This paper describes a series of computer programs
which have been developed to aid ia the use of NASTRAN
on a batch computer which is linked to a time-share
computer. This series of programs has been used on the
computer system operated by the Union Carbide Corpora-
tion, Nuclear Division (UCCND) for the Department of
Energy (DOE) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This computer
system includes an IBM 360/195 batch computer which is
linked to a DEC-10 tine-share computer.

The NASTRAN Data Processing System

The major components of the NASTRAN Data Process-
ing System as described in this paper are shown sche-
matically in Figure 1. These components include the
NASDAT, NASERR, TORMAC and NASPOP programs which run on
a DEC-10 time-share computer, and the NASTRAN and NAS-
CMP programs which run on an IBM 360/195 batch com-
puter. The process through which each of these pro-
grams is used is described briefly below. Significant
features of most of these programs are described in
subsequent sections of this paper.

The first segment of the data processing system
operates on the DEC-10 time-share system and includes
the generation and debugging of all input data required
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to run NASTRAN. This data includes the NASTRAN Execu-
tive Control, Case Control and Bulk Data decks and the
coaputer Job Control Language (JCL) deck. No specific
computer programs have as yet been developed to aid in
the generation and/or debugging of the Executive Con-
trol, Case Control and JCL decks. However, each of
these data decks can be prepared interactively on the
time-share computer, debugged visually and stored as
data files for later submittal to the batch computer.

The NASDAT,2 TORMAC3 and NASERR4 computer programs
have been developed to aid in the generation and debug-
ging of the NASTRAN Bulk Data deck. The Bulk Data Deck
generally constitutes the largest part of a set of
NASTRAN input data and includes the data which de-
scribes the physical characteristics of the finite
element model (e.g., grid point locations, element con-
nectivity, material properties, and constraints) and
applied loads (e.g., electromagnetic forces applied at
individual grid points).

The initial step in the development of a finite
element model is the generation of the data describing
the model's physical characteristics. The NASDAT com-
puter program, which has been developed to aid in the
generation of this data, produces a DEC-10 data file
which contains the properly formatted card images re-
quired for the desired NASTRAN Bulk Data deck. The
TORMAC program has been developed to compute electro-
magnetic fields and forces in toroidal fusion energy
devices and to produce the Bulk Data cards required for
NASTRAN which define the magnitude of forces applied at
individual grid points. The NASERR computer program is
used to operate on the NASTRAN Bulk Data deck produced
by NASDAT to check for a number of possible data
errors. If data errors are found by NASERR, the NASDAT
program can be rerun to generate a corrected Bulk Data
deck and the NASERR program can be rerun to verify that
all errors have been corrected.

Once the required input data for NASTRAN (i.e.,
the JCL, Executive Control, Case Control and Bulk Data
decks) has been generated as files on the DEC-10 time-
share computer, it may be submitted through an appro-
priate link to the batch computer (e.g., an IBM 360/195
computer) for the actual running of NASTRAN. By speci-
fying "PUNCH" in appropriate places in the NASTRAN Case
Control deck and by subsequently storing the resulting
punch card images of output data on a magnetic tape, it
is possible to save the output data from NASTRAN for
later post-processing operations.

However, the data as saved directly from NASTRAN
is not stored in a very efficient form. The NASCMP?
program has been developed to reformat this data for
input to various post-processor programs. The princi-
pal post-processor program currently available in the
NASTRAN Data Processing System is NASPOP.6 This pro-
gram has been developed to increase the efficiency of
evaluating and interpreting NASTRAN analysis results by
permitting the analyst to interactively reproduce por-
tions of a NASTRAN output data file in real time from a
computer terminal.

The NASDAT Program

The generation of NASTRAN Bulk Data using the pro-
cedure defined in the NASTRAN User's Manual1 can be a
time consuming experience since the data deck must ad-
here to rigid formats as defined for each Bulk Data
card. This procedure is especially frustrating when
the data is entered through a computer terminal rather
than a key punch machine since the inputting and error
correcting of data in specified columns of a card image
on a computer terminal is sometimes an awkward process.

The NASTRAN DATa generator program was developed
to simplify the process of entering NASTRAN Bulk Data
through a computer terminal which is attached to a

DEC-10 computer. NASDAT utilizes free-format input to
aid in data entry. A series of multiple-card data
generation processes are also included as an aid in de-
creasing the labor involved in developing a NASTRAN
Bulk Data deck. The output from NASDAT consists of the
card images for a NASTRAN Bulk Data deck.

As seen from Figure 2, HASDAT is programmed in a
modular manner whereby Bulk Data cards are generated in
a series of functional subroutines. The execution of
NASDAT begins by prompting the user to enter the DEC-10
file names to be used for input and output data, re-
spectively. The remaining portion of the prograo
execution consists of scanning the input data file to
identify Bulk Data keywords which are followed by lists
of input data and the generation of the desired Bulk
Data card image output file. The input data scan is
continued until all data has been examined (e.g., an
end-of-file has been reached), an ENDDATA card is gen-
erated, or the input data stream is terminated due to
encountered errors. Any errors encountered will result
in the printing of an appropriate error message.
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Figure 2. NASDAT Summary Flow Chart

The input data for NASDAT consists of three prin-
cipal types of information. This includes the keyword
card, the data card(s), and the final card. The key-
word card is a single card containing an identifier
corresponding to that used in the first field of an
actual NASTRAN Bulk Data card. The data card(s) is a
card(s) containing all information required to support
the respective keyword card. This information includes
free format real, integer and/or alphanumeric data
separated by blank spaces or commas. The final card,
which may not be required, is a single blank card to
terminate the respective keyword functional subroutine.

NASDAT is currently configured to generate Bulk
Data cards for sixty-six (66) of the most generally
used card types defined in the NASTRAN User's Manual.
A general data card is also included which can be used
to generate data for any Bulk Data card for which a
keyword has not been defined using a somewhat less con-
venient input format.

The NASDAT program accepts NASTKAN Bulk Data con-
ment card(s) provided that they are placed immediately
prior to a keyword card. The contents of such comment
cards are written directly or.'o the output file. NAS-



DAT contains several features which assist the user in
decreasing the volume of input data required to define
a NASTRAN finite element model. A number of these
features involve the use of previously defined data
wherein the desired data need not be entered but rather
is assumed to be equal to a previously defined value.
In some cases (e.g., SEQGP and PLOAD2 cards) a capabil-
ity has been included to generate a sequence of data
cards using a single input data card. Finally, a
series of data generators are included which allow
large groups of elements or grid points to be defined
with a minimum of information. These data generators
can be used to define solid, quadrilateral plate and
bar element connectivities, and grid point locations
for any of several levels of data generation.

The TORMAC Program

Some of the most significant forces which occur in
magnetic fusion energy device structures are caused by
the interaction uf electromagnetic fields and electric
currents. The calculation of these forces and, in par-
ticular, the presentation of these forces in a format
acceptable as input to the NASTRAN finite element pro-
gram can be a major task.

The TORoidal device MAgnetic Field/Force Calcula-
tor program, an early version of which was presented in
a previous symposium,? has been developed to generate
NASTRAN Force Bulk Data cards to represent electromag-
netically induced forces applied to individual grid
points on the finite element model of a magnetic fusion
energy device. In addition to calculating forces, TOR-
MAC can also be used to calculate the electromagnetic
fields in an assemblage of current carrying elements.

As indicated schematically in Figure 3, the cur-
rent version of TORMAC3 incorporates a number of spe-
cial features not available in the previously reported
version. One such feature is an option to bypass the
calculation of electromagnetic fields by using previ-
ously defined field data as input. This option is par-
ticularly useful for those cases wherein field calcula-
tions have already been made using a more accurate
field calculator program. It should be noted that
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Figure 3. TORMAC Summary Flow Chart

although the TORMAC program is based on the relatively
crude filament method of analysis, it has been shows
that in most cases TORMAC force calculations are suffi-
ciently accurate to be used as input to a finite ele-
ment structural analysis.

Other new features included in TORMAC involve the
generation of either Tektronics or Calcomp plots of
in-plane or out-of-plane force/unit length distribu-
tions around each of a set of toroidal field coils and
the printing of TORMAC output data in a convenient form
on a computer terminal. Features which continue to be
available from the earlier version of the program in-
clude a capability to define input data for an assem-
blage of toroidal field coils each with a different
current level using a minimum of input parameters, a
capability to define other coils of arbitrary shape
anywhere in the system, and a capability to generate
NASTRAN Force bulk data cards for structural systems
having one or two planes of symmetry.
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Figure 4. NASERR Summary Flow Chart

The NASERR Program

The debugging of a VASTRAN Bulk Data deck can be a
time consuming experience on a large, heavily loaded
batch computer system. The job turnaround tines on
such a computer system can be several days for reason-
ably large jobs. Any data errors which are not found
prior to submitting batch jobs in such an environment
can result in costly delays in project completion.

The NASERR program4 has been developed to help
eliminate delays caused by input Bulk Data errors by
performing many routine error checks on the data using
interactive terminals attached to the time-share com-
puter system. The input data to NASERR consists of a
complete NASTRAN Bulk Data deck. The output data from
NASERR consists of descriptions of any data errors
found in the bulk data deck and i list of the data
cards which were not checked by the program. It should
be noted that the current configuration of NASERR
checks a total of eighty-seven (87) types of NASTRAN
Bulk Data cards.

As seen from Figure 4, NASERR is programmed in a
modular manner whereby the desired data checks are per-
formed on the entire data file in a series of separate
steps according to the keyword given in the first field
of each'data card. In order to perform the desired
data checks, the data in Fields 2 through 9 on each
Bulk Data card must be right justified. Thus, if so
desired by the user, the execution of NASERR begins by
right justifying the data in each Bulk Data card.

The program next begins a data scan in order to
recognize one of a particular set of Bulk Data cards.
Any data card which is not recognized during the data



scan is stored on a scratch data file. The recognized
data is processed through appropriate subroutines and
any error which is identified is noted with an error
message written on an error scratch file. When the
data scan has reached the end of the data file, the
scratch file containing unrecognized data cards is re-
wound and a new data scan is initiated. This process,
which is summarized in Figure S, is repeated for a
series of seven distinct steps.
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Figure 5. Typical NASERR Error Check Step Flow Chart

After performing error checks on all NASTRAN Bulk
Data cards recognized by NASERR, the error scratch file
is rewound and any identified error messages are sorted
as to fatal error or warning messages. In addition,
all unrecognized Bulk Data cards are identified. Fol-
lowing termination of the NASERR program, the list of
error messages and unrecognized Bulk Data cards can be
printed at the user's computer terminal.

The NASCMP Program

A typical operational mode for NASTRAN is one in
which all NASTRAN output data is stored on a magnetic
tape at the batch computer as inefficient punch card
images. This data may be used as input to various
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Figure 6. NASCMP Summary Flow Chart

post-processing operations such as occur with the HAS-
POP program.

The NASCMP program? has been developed to take, as
input, a NASTRAN output data file which has been stored
on a magnetic tape. This output data is reformatted by
NASCMP to remove blank spaces and unneeded data and to
generally present the data in a fora more convenient
for subsequent post-processing. This reformatted data
is then stored on a nine-track magnetic tape for subse-
quent use in data post-processing operations.

A flow chart is presented in Figure 6 which sum-
marizes the NASCMP program organization. As seen from
this figure, the first part of the program consists of
a record-by-record search of the NASTRAN output data
file in order to identify a data type keyword. It
should be noted that, as presently configured, JASCMP
will only recognize a limited set of NASTRAN data type
keywords. The data types for which keywords can cur-
rently be recognized include a restart deck, grid point
forces, displacements, applied loads, single point con-
straint forces and certain types of element force and
element stress data. Element force and stress data
types currently recognized include simple beams, trian-
gular and quadrilateral plates and scalar springs.
Element stress data for quadratic isoparametric hexahe-
dron elements are also recognized.

If the "RESTART" keyword is found signifying the
first card of a NASTRAN checkpoint dictionary, a branch

• is made in the program to copy all cards in the restart
or checkpoint deck. Once these cards have been copied,
the search resumes to identify an acceptable data type
keyword. Following the identification of an acceptable
data type keyword, the NASTRAN output data file is re-
wound record-by-record until the first card of the data
set identified by the keyword is found. At this point
all title cards and other data set identification cards
are copied and the program is positioned to read the
first actual NASTRAN output data card.

The next part of the program consists of reading
NASTRAN output data cards, reformatting the data to
remove blank spaces and other unnecessary data, and
writing the data onto the new output data file in a
compressed format. Once a data card is read with a "$"
as its first character signifying the first card of a
new data set, a new search is begun to identify an
acceptable data type keyword. This process is contin-
ued until the end of the output data file is reached.
After all of the acceptable data has been copied, the
data is permanently stored on a nine-track magnetic
tape. Typically, this tape (or a properly formatted
copy of it) is stored at a time-share computer site for
subsequent use in data post-processing operations.

The NASPOP Program

The NASPOP program6 has been developed to be the
principal NASTRAN output data post-processing tool.
Using NASPOP, the data base prepared with the NASCMP
program can be interactively searched to identify a
selected type of NASTRAN output data. Then either the
entire sub-file containing this data or a selected por-
tion of the data in the sub-file can be reproduced at
the user's computer terminal. If so desired, the user
can selectively save the searched-for data for later
printing or for use as input to other post-processor
programs.

As discussed more fully below and illustrated in
Figure 7, NASPOP is an interactive program in which
operations are initiated by the user from his terminal
after being prompted by requests from the computer.

The first decision that the user must sake when
running NASPOP is whether or not to split the input
data base into a series of sub-files, one for each HAS-
TRAN subcase/output data type. This file splitting
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Figure 7. NASPOP Sumnary Flow Chart

operation may not be required if the split files have
been saved from a previous NASPOP session.

Next, the user must identify the data type to be
searched for. Only a limited set of NASTRAN output
data types can be recognized by the currently available
version of NASPOP. The acceptable data types, which
happen to be the same as those acceptable to the NASCMP
program, can be listed at the user's computer terminal
by typing the word "HELP." Other operations which can
be performed at this point include identifying whether
or not to save subsequent searched for data and print'
ing dictionaries of previously saved or split files.

Once a data type has been identified and an analy-
sis subcase number has been entered, the user must
identify a list of grid point and/or element numbers
for which the search is to be performed. This list can
either be generated item-by-item from the user's termi-
nal or by submitting previously identified tabular
data. This tabular data may be generated during a

particular NASPOP session and saved for future use or
may be generated externally to the program.

After the desired list has been entered, the user
issues a "SEARCH" command which requests that a data
search be made and that the resulting data be printed
in NASTRAN output format at the user's terminal or on
save files. It should be noted that a special option
has been included to print all of the data in a given
sub-file. This option is exercised by entering the
"ALL" command rather than identifying a data list.
Finally, after a set of data has been printed the user
is asked to enter a new data type and a new search
process is initiated. Program termination occurs at
this point if the user enters the "FINISH" command.

A Demonstration Problem

The NASTRAN Data Processing System has been used
to evaluate structural systems for several fusion ener-
gy programs currently under way at the UCCND/Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Two such programs have included
the evaluation of the ISX-B device for the possible
addition of a bundle divertor9 and the Large Coil Test
Facility which forms a part of the Large Coil Program.

The simplified finite element model shown in Fig-
ure 8 has been developed to illustrate the use of each
of the programs which make up the NASTRAN Data Process-
ing System. Complete listings of input and output data
from analyses used with this model are provided in the
various User Information Manuals2'6 which are available
for the various parts of the system.
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